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Can Prioritizing IT Lead to Increased 

Revenue? 
 

There‘s no doubt about it. Technology has become more inte-

gral to the legal process, as the focus on IT has shifted from a 

necessary expense to a profitable corporate venture. The mar-

riage of the hourly billing rate with the increasing dependence on 

technology, however, signifies the growing consequence of a disrup-

tive or catastrophic network breakdown.  

The average hourly billing rate range of $176 to $184 per hour 

for first-year associates, and from $292 to $309 per hour for 

non-equity partners (Texas Lawyer‘s Salary and Billing Sur-

vey ) further accentuates the risks of an in-house IT system. 

Additional IT risks to consider: 

Rising costs of IT. The 2009 ILTA Member Technology Pur-

chasing Survey reported a 19% increase in average annual tech-

nology-spend, at $8,000 - $17,000 per attorney.  The Associa-

tion of Corporate Counsel Value Challenge cites the ―inability 

to effectively budget, staff projects, and track fees to budget‖ as 

a key frustration. 

Growing data security concerns: Risks increase as more firms 

digitize client records. Rule 1.05 of the Texas Disciplinary Rules 
(Continued on page 8) 

McCoy Workplace Solutions 
 

 

Emerging Trends in Office Space for the Legal Market  

 

Law firms, along with many other professional services organi-

zations, are facing the challenges of growth and cost manage-

ment.    Partners are investigating ways to grow the business, 

through new expertise or acquisition while managing costs 

through the reallocation of real estate and resources. 

 

At McCoy Workplace Solutions, we know the workspace itself 

can either support or get in the way of achieving these goals.   

Through research, we have identified some key trends that are 

affecting decisions of the partners and office management.   

 

Recent Trends 

 

Reduction of real estate - All firms are looking for ways to do 

more with less space.  Sizes of the private offices for partners 

and associates are shrinking in order to give key real estate 

space back to client facing areas.   

 

Standardization – There is a concentrated shift from partner 

furniture allowances and a growing focus to establishing furni-

ture standards.  This trend of standardization not only contrib-

(Continued on page 4) 
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Administrators as a service to chapter members.  The 

newsletter is circulated to almost 250 people including 

Houston Chapter members, vendor sponsors, national 

and regional officers and the presidents and newsletter 

editors of other chapters. 
 

The Newsletter committee welcomes articles, letters,           

suggestions and comments.  Request for permission to  

reprint any part of the publication should be addressed 

to the Editor. 
 

The Houston Chapter of the Association of Legal          

Administrators does not provide legal, financial or              

counseling advice through this publication, and any 

article, letter or advertisement published herein should 

not be considered an endorsement by them.  The               

opinions expressed in the Houston CourtYard are 

strictly those of the authors and do not necessarily              

reflect the opinions of the Association of Legal                        

Administrators, and may have been edited. 
 

The Association of Legal Administrators is a non-profit 
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Association of Legal Administrators, 75 Tri-State                   

International, Suite 222, Lincolnshire, IL  60069-4435, 
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Our Mission Statement 

The Association of Legal Administrators‘ mission is to improve 

the quality of management in legal service organizations; pro-

mote and enhance the competence and professionalism of legal 

administrators and all members of the management team; and 

represent   professional legal management and managers to the 

legal community and to the community at large. 
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President’s Message 

Season of Thanksgiving 

 

In the spirit of Thanksgiving, I am grateful for the many valuable lessons and experiences I have had with colleagues and 

friends through ALA. 

 

I am thankful for the tremendous educational opportunities provided by the Houston Chapter.  As I reflect on the past year, I  

have attended literally dozens of classes, from chapter meetings and educational sessions to the Annual Conference in Boston, 

Chapter Leadership Institute in Las Vegas, and the Region 4 Conference in Dallas – quality presenters and relevant information 

I can use every day at work. 

 

How many times have you switched vendors because your account manager or sales rep changed jobs?  Or how many times 

have you stayed with a vendor, even though your rep accepted an internal promotion or changed companies, because you were 

convinced the product, service or support wouldn't suffer?  It's all about relationships.  That's one of the reasons I appreciate 

our Business Partnering Program.  The level of professionalism is refreshing, and I value my ALA colleagues' recommenda-

tions and referrals for vendors and businesses my law firm needs to support its clients, attorneys and staff.  Whether you're 

spending $100 or $100,000, you can depend on the ALA network (via the list serve or by picking up the phone) to help you 

make informed decisions for your firm. 

 

Speaking of relationships, some of my dearest friends are ALA members and Business Partners.  Where else could you find 

those who understand the inner workings of the unique entity that is a law firm – not to mention the neither-fish-nor-fowl role 

of an administrator? 

 

I wouldn't trade for the chance to work alongside ALA members in support of those in need – whether weeding, mulching, 

planting, building, assembling, repairing, painting, scrubbing, collecting, expressing care and concern for lovable children and 

students – not forgetting the professionals and nonprofessionals who selflessly give more hours than we could possibly imag-

ine.  Over the years, with pride and humility, I have learned how much our beneficiary organizations need and appreciate ALA. 

 

Kasey McKee, Project Manager for Communities in Schools at Davis High School told us recently that, "the [Davis HS] front 

office calls us 'God's little elves' and we gladly share that title with you."  Likewise, Kathleen Foster, Director of Casa de 

Esperanza de los Niños, sent a personal thank- you to ALA for joining them in "helping families . . . recover from the impact of 

poverty, homelessness, hunger, substance abuse and family violence [to] give  them hope and a home." 

Now, said the professor . . . I want you to recognize that this jar represents your life.  The golf balls are the 

important things—your family, your children, your health, your friends, and your favorite passions—things 

that if everything else was lost and only they remained, your life would still be full.  The pebbles are the other 

things that matter like your job, your house, and your car.  The sand is everything else—the small stuff.  

(Author Unknown) 

I wish you and your family a blessed holiday season. 

Deena D. Marsh, CLM 

2010-11 Chapter President 
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utes to efficiency but maintains brand integrity throughout the 

space.  

 

Effective Shared Spaces – With the reduction of private office 

sizes and the importance of the concise transfer of information 

and ideas, shared space development is critical.  From the stan-

dard 20-seat boardroom to enclaves for 2 to 4 people, these 

spaces must support collaboration in addition to effectively 

incorporating technology and other digital elements.  The im-

pact of technology is also critical in the planning of the firm‘s 

legal library.  Formerly a hub of activity, the firm‘s library is 

also shrinking as more resources and documents are in digital 

formats.  

   

The Project Space - Commonly referred to as the war room, it 

is an important area in any law firm.  It needs to be a highly 

productive and flexible space that can expand and contract as 

the project demands.    This space needs to support collabora-

tive work with the appropriate technological tools to enhance 

the transfer of information. 

 

Comfort Spaces – With the demands of increasing billable 

hours and revenues, many firms are investing in ‗comfort 

spaces‘ for their associates and staff.  These café type environ-

ments are to provide a comfortable and collaborative space for 

both during and after hour work.   

 

Firms continually look to create an environment that will set 

their practice apart from the competition as well as being finan-

cially sound.   McCoy Workplace Solutions leverages this and 

other research on workplace behavior and productivity to help 

you plan your best environment.  From a single office to an 

entire building, our experts, in conjunction with your designers, 

can create an effective space utilization solution that can take 

your space—and potentially your law practice—to the next 

level.  

       Contact:    Pat Piech  

              713-803-4577 

(Continued from page 1) 

Emerging Trends in Office 

Register here 

http://www.alanet.org/webinars
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ALA Personalities 

By Tanya Urban 

  

Regina Thompson – Grace and Reflection 

 

Amidst the December chaos, with folks zipping about to parties 

and the post office, I sat down with Regina Thompson and 

asked her who she would invite to a dinner party if she could 

invite anyone she wished.  She responded, ―God…so I can 

thank him in person for all that he has done for me…I know 

that I am truly blessed.‖  Ah, yes – it is the perfect time of year 

for reflection and thankfulness. And, each time I interview one 

of our ALA members, I am reminded of the selfless qualities 

each possess.  Regina is constantly in motion and giving of her 

time and patience.  She reminds me that we have so many role 

models amongst us at ALA Houston – I encourage newer mem-

bers to get involved and let leaders like Regina mentor your 

professional and personal development.  Cheers to you, Regina, 

for reminding us to pause and reflect this holiday season.  

3, 2, 1 … Happy New Year! 

 

Regina is married to her soul mate James, a Houston firefighter 

and former college baseball star. 

Both native Houstonians, the two actually attended the same 

elementary school and lived in the same neighborhood for some 

time, but their paths were not meant to cross until later in life 

when mutual friends 

introduced them.  

Married for 17 years, 

the couple has two 

children, Jalen (16) 

and Jasmin (13).  A 

studious and reflec-

tive teenager, Jalen 

has played baseball 

since the age of 4; and 

Jasmin, a social but-

terfly, enjoys cheerleading and volleyball.  The family loves to 

travel, but they won‘t be making any snowy holiday treks this 

year as their family members are all here in Houston.   

 

Regina‘s first job was at the now-closed, but forever famous, 

AstroWorld.  With a penchant for numbers, she worked as a 

game attendant and reveled in the money counting and record 

keeping responsibilities involved at the end of each workday.  It 

was the quintessential job for a 15-year-old and Regina always 

thought her children would hold their first jobs at the park.   

 

With her background in accounting and banking, Regina did 

not plan for a career in the legal industry.  But 15 years with 

Shepherd, Scott, Clawater & Houston, L.L.P. (formerly Cruse, 

Scott, Henderson & Allen, L.L.P.), 11 of them as Office Ad-

ministrator, have rooted Regina securely in the legal world.   

 

With a quiet manner and impeccable at-

tention to detail, Regina prefers a behind-

the-scenes approach to enhancing the 

work environment at her firm.  She insists 

on being fair and caring – characteristics 

engrained in her by 

her mother, a 32-year 

veteran of the US 

Postal Service, who 

passed away in 2004.  Much to her father‘s 

chagrin, Regina‘s mother worked the night 

shift to support her three daughters, and 

even once moved the family in order that 

Regina, the oldest of the three girls, could 

attend a better middle school.  Despite the extra duties he car-

ried at home, Regina‘s father, who worked for Neighborhood 

Day Care Centers for over 30 years, supported his wife‘s efforts 

wholeheartedly.  

 

Regina continues to be inspired by her mother‘s work ethic and 

compassion for others.  And while she loves beating deadlines 

at the office, she most enjoys providing support and encourage-

ment to employees who might be going through personal trials 

and tribulations.  Once home, Regina leaves the corporate 

world at the front door.  Family-time is all about James, Jalen 

and Jasmin.  Putting others first seems to be a recurring theme 

in Regina‘s life... 

 

I am so active in ALA because… 

I believe wholeheartedly in the organization and know that 

without ALA I would not be able to do my job to the best of my 

ability.  All that I get out of ALA is what motivates me to give 

back to the organization. 

 

Best advice to new legal administrators…   

Don‘t take things personally.  Be fair and consistent.  You get 

more from people if you have a caring demeanor – they have to 

think you care in order for them to care what you think. 

 

Favorite discovery… 

Cruising.  As in cruise ships, not cruising the streets…LOL! 

 

Biggest inspiration… 

My mother.  She instilled many values in my sis-

ters and me which continue to inspire us on our 

respective career paths. 

 

You would never guess about me… 

I love rap music!  And I have a fear of fire – I guess that‘s why 

I married a firefighter! 

 

(Continued on page 12) 
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 

At this time of year, I look back over the 30 years I 

have been in law firm administration and know that I have the 

perfect career for me.  (Not that there have been times when I 

certainly questioned this wisdom!) 

So many times in the tunnel, someone speaks to me 

and I look up and it is one of hundreds of support staff that I 

have known and mentored and been mentored by.  When I 

would go to a new firm, I would always say that the staff would 

soon whip me into shape.  And although it was said as a joke, 

looking back it was true.  I have learned so much from the peo-

ple I have known.  No matter what your position is in a law 

firm, there is always one more thing to learn or to resolve or to 

plan. 

As a director and a generalist, I believe we have the 

best of all worlds.  We surround ourselves with extremely tal-

ented people and we in turn get to participate in every part of 

the firm‘s administrative functions. 

In the HR function of the firm, we hear all the stories: 

some happy and some sad.  We are ―touched‖ by so many fac-

ets of life happenings.  We remember the flood of 2001 and 

how we handled relocations and how the staff reacted; we re-

member 911 and where we were in relation to how we re-

sponded to the crisis in our offices; we remember the employee 

telling us of the recent diagnosis of terminal cancer; we remem-

ber coaching an employee who just found out they were HIV 

positive; we remember the death of some of our employees and 

the profound difference it made; we still see our long-time em-

ployees the ages they were when we hired them; we remember 

the RIF‘s and the angst we felt when we were reading the oh so 

final statements; we remember past holidays and the parties and 

we miss the people who are no longer there; we remember the 

young first-time-father leaving for war; we remember his 

homecoming and the joy; we remember weddings and the birth 

of babies.  Our lives are richer because we truly ―were there‖ 

when the employee stood in our doorway or sat in front of us 

and laughed or cried.  We truly have a unique and life-changing 

role in a law firm. 

I also look forward to the new year:  to new prosper-

ity, new challenges and new attorneys and staff.  In the new 

year, we have the opportunity to explore new and more effi-

cient ways to do things.  With electronics, the scope of what we 

can change seems ―boundaryless‖.  We can again dream of a 

―paper-free‖ law firm; an electronic library; a totally ―green‖ 

environment; a firm rich in diversity and inclusion; and on and 

on.  I look forward to a new ―me‖, who is changed and richer 

because of the shared, personal experiences of others. 

 

 

 

The future is open! 

 

AN ENRICHING AND PROSPEROUS NEW 

YEAR TO EVERYONE! 

      

    Shannon T. Burdett 
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Our fair city has recently been given a ―black eye‖ 

as regards the percentage level of recycling we have 

achieved.  A very bleak report indeed.  But it made 

me consider that saving resources and recycling re-

sources go hand-in-hand.  Lately we have all be-

come attentive to our fuel consumption, but it took 

$4.00 per gallon gasoline to get us to this state of 

mind.  I‘ve seen a great many drivers in some pretty 

sporty cars driving at or below the speed limit on I-

45 every day to save fuel.  I hope this continues if 

and when the price reaches even $2.25 per gallon.  

If we can reduce consumption and save money by 

something as simple as reducing our speed 15% 

why can‘t we do this with something as simple as 

water consumption?  Is it because water is so inex-

pensive to purchase and so readily available at the 

turn of a tap that we generally do not regard it as a 

consumable resource?  Do we think that the rains 

will simply recharge the lakes, streams, rivers and 

aquifers for the rest of time?  If a tax were to be lev-

ied on a household for consumption of water above 

a certain level I‘ll wager we would pay more atten-

tion.  Nobody likes a new tax! 

  

Several years ago I watched a television report on 

the supply and condition of the water in the lakes 

and waterways of Texas.  In a nutshell, the report 

pointed out that these precious resources are in a 

major decline in our State due to agricultural and 

industrial use as well as the simple waste of water 

by individual users.  No matter where you stand on 

the global warming issues, you cannot deny what 

the satellite photos and physical measurements are 

showing. 

   

The program‘s viewers were urged to reexamine 

their daily water consumption habits and patterns 

and make a concerted effort to gradually cut back 

on water use as much as possible.  So I began infor-

mally tracking my own water usage.  I was taken 

aback at the sheer volume of water I was squander-

ing while performing routine daily tasks like brush-

ing my teeth, washing a piece of fruit, or cleaning 

my hands.  As a result of my study I began a routine 

to trim down own personal water consumption.  An 

example: how many people leave water tap running 

full force while they brush their teeth?  Try filling a 

cup or glass with water and then brush and rinse 

with just the amount of water in that vessel.  Come 

on…be honest…how many of you turn the water on 

full force while washing your hands?  It is amazing 

how little water it takes to properly wash your 

hands when you turn the volume of water down by 

75%.  Just try it.  You really can get the soap off 

with less water in the same amount of time if you 

practice. 

   

Now there may be pundits in your correspondent‘s 

audience who maintain that our planet is in a cli-

mate change period, and that there is nothing that 

we can do about rising temperatures, melting gla-

ciers and inland water loss.  O.K.  Fine.  If their 

theories prove true we may yet see pineapples 

growing in Scotland.  But even absent all of the 

rhetoric I‘d like to give conservation a try simply 

for our own good.  If the pundits are correct, then I 

will have saved water and money because I will 

have reduced my consumption.  If they are incor-

rect, then my conservation efforts will still have 

saved me money based on the supply and demand 

theory and our waterways and lakes will have a bit 

more water available in them.  It‘s a win-win folks.  

Can‘t both sides drop the all stubbornness and pos-

turing and give this a try? 

Bill Harvey 

Is It Just Me or What?  

By Bill Harvey 
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of Professional Conduct is specific about an attorney's duties to keep 

client information confidential. According to Gartner Group, 

hackers will access 40% of small and midsized businesses, and 

50% won‘t even know they‘ve been hacked. 

Evolving market conditions: The recent economic downturn 

has forced many firms to disband or merge in an attempt to 

resurrect the firm or ensure its survival. In many instances, long

-term commitments to fixed capital IT costs make it difficult to 

scale back easily. 

To control IT costs without compromising growth, many firms have 

found an attractive alternative in utility computing.  Much like 

energy providers reduce the need for customers to generate their 

own electricity, utility computing allows firms to pay only for the 

technology resources they need, without the risks and capital 

costs of purchasing and managing an in-house IT network. 

Over 40% of legal firms today are now utilizing or actively 

researching a variety of cloud computing options. For many, 

this transition has paid off. In a study conducted by analyst firm 

Freeform Dynamics, more than 40% of small and medium-

sized businesses that use hosted or cloud technology reported 

revenue rises of 30 % or more while 90 % of respondents not 

using hosted technology saw decreases in revenue. 

Benefits of Utility and Cloud Computing  

Firms enjoy the pay-as-you-go economics because it keeps cash in 

the bank longer. Additional business benefits include: 

Accelerated Speed to Market: Starting with a prebuilt, enterprise

-level IT foundation allows clients to accelerate launch times of 

projects and businesses  

Lower Financial Risk: Reduce the risks of on-premise solutions 

that require upfront capital expenses with an uncertain payoff 

Greater Financial Visibility: A cloud-based managed service 

provider helps executives more accurately forecast the costs of 

adding new users or locations. 

Better Cash Flow:  Avoid assuming debt, and keep cash in the 

company longer 

Free up Internal Resources to focus on innovations that drive 

business instead of daily trouble-shooting 

 

About the Author: 

Yehuda Cagen is Director of Marketing of IsUtility® XVAND 

a Houston IT firm leading the charge for utility and cloud 

computing services, backed by 16 years of research and 

proven client implementation. 

(Continued from page 1) 

Can Prioritizing IT Lead to Increased  

Revenue? 

 

2011 Annual Conference & Exposition 

 

May 22-25, 2011 

Orlando World Center Marriott 

Orlando, Florida 

http://www.alanet.org/conf/2011/
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TITANIUM 

 

Clark, Duncan & Morris, Inc. 
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Corporate Care Graf Legal Network Robert Half Legal 
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Corporate Outfitters Mach 5 Couriers Star Engraving Company, Inc. 

Creative Management Services (CMS) Omega Legal Systems The Executive Librarian 

Current Business Technologies, Inc.   U S Legal Support, Inc. 

Houston Chapter ALA 2010 Business Partners 
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 With email being the primary method of communicating, 

it is very easy for your mailbox to become quite large.  

Not only does this present a problem of being unorgan-

ized but in addition, there are technical reasons to make it 

a habit of keeping your mailbox free of clutter.  Micro-

soft recommends no more than 5000 items in any one 

given email folder, especially 3 of the core Outlook fold-

ers – Inbox, Sent items, and Deleted items.  If everyone 

does their part, this helps in keeping your email system 

running more smoothly and efficiently.  Below are sug-

gestions to help keep your mailbox from getting out of 

control. 

 

Most importantly, think of your mailbox as a filing cabi-

net.  Create a folder structure within your mailbox that 

makes sense to you.  Reply to emails as soon as they are 

delivered.  When you‘re done dealing with an email, ei-

ther move it to its respective folder or simply delete it if it 

is no longer needed.  

 

Set aside 15 to 30 minutes a day to organize your mail-

box.  First thing in the morning works best for me.  I also 

treat my inbox as a ―To Do‖ list.  Once an email is re-

solved, I move it to its respective folder (if I deem it nec-

essary to keep) or delete it.  Throughout the day, any type 

of newsletter or advertising I may receive I deal with it 

when it arrives.  If I read it and it‘s not important for me 

to keep, I delete it.  You can also create rules that filter 

by sender that will move these types of emails out of the 

inbox when they arrive into a specific folder. 

 

Attachments, collectively speaking, can consume quite a 

bit of space in your mailbox.  If you are sending an email 

internally that requires a file to be attached, simply insert 

a hyperlink which points to the location of the file instead 

of attaching the file to the email.  This not only helps 

keep the size of your mailbox minimized but also the re-

cipient‘s.   

 

When receiving emails that include an attachment, save 

the attachment to your network instead of saving it in 

your mailbox.  If you need to keep the email in which the 

file was attached, save the attachment to your system, 

then remove the attachment from the email and simply 

save only the email.  

 

Sent items have a tendency to accumulate rather quickly.  

Sent items can easily be forgotten about unless you make 

it a point to clean these up regularly.  I know people who 

copy themselves on every email they send so they receive 

a copy in their inbox.  They then move that email out of 

the inbox into its respective folder.  By doing this, they 

don‘t have to take the time to go through their sent items 

to see what they need to keep before filing it away.  They 

simply empty their sent items on a regular basis without 

being afraid of deleting  something they need.  

 

Like Sent items, Deleted items also accumulate quickly.  

My first suggestion is to not use your Deleted items 

folder as a storage folder.  Only delete items that you 

truly want to delete and no longer need to keep.  If you 

need to refer back to an email, don‘t delete it, move it to 

an appropriate folder where it is out of your inbox.  I 

have my Outlook set so I‘m prompted to empty the De-

leted items folder upon exiting Outlook.  When I leave 

for the day, everything I have deleted is removed from 

my Deleted items folder.  

 

Archiving old email should also be done a regular basis.  

I would suggest archiving items that you rarely refer back 

to but are necessary to keep.  Your IT staff may have this 

automated, but if not, definitely check with them before 

doing it on your own.  By default, Outlook wants to store 

your archive folder on the local C: drive of your com-

puter.  I would recommend changing this to a network 

drive that gets backed up on a regular basis, otherwise, if 

the hard drive on your computer crashes, you have lost 

this archived mail. 

 

By incorporating these tips into your daily routine, this 

will help in managing your email more effectively.  Hav-

ing a method in place that works specifically for you and 

your environment is the key.  These tips are merely sug-

gestions that will hopefully enhance the way you cur-

rently process email and in turn make managing your 

email much easier.           

     Rodney  Nicholson 

Techie Talker 

By Rodney Nicholson 

Tips to successfully manage your Email 
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january 

11  Finance Section Meeting 
  Integrating Employee Benefits to Company  
  Demographics 

19  ALA Webinar 
  Health Care Reform: What’s Happening? 

19  Operations/IT Section Meeting                                    
 Efficient Space and Furniture Planning for Law 
 Firms 

27  Human Resource Section Meeting                                                                  
  Six Questions You Must Ask Yourself Before 
  You Hire Anyone 

february 

16  ALA Webinar 
  The Writing Wheel 

16   Chapter Luncheon  
  Vendor Management: The Framework of  
  Strategy, Management & Success  

march 

16  ALA Webinar 
  Conflict Resolution: Why Can’t Everybody Just 
  Get Along? 

ALA Upcoming Events 
 

Heather Adams 

Office Administrator 

Thompson Coe 

 

Geraldine Cordell 

Administrator 

Barker Lyman, P.C. 

 

Jeff Hill 

Administrator 

Powers & Frost, LLP 

 

Jennifer Hudson 

Administrator 

Starzyk & Associates, P.C. 

 

Norma McKechnie 

Office Administrator 

Locke Lord Bissell &  

Liddell PC 

 

 

Vicki Schultz 

Law Firm Administrator 

Olson & Olson LLP 

 

Sammie J. Williams, Jr. 

Area Manager 

Walsh Anderson Brown 

Gallegos & Green P.C. 

WELCOME 

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 

NEWEST CLMs!! 

 
Julie Stevenson, CLM 

Santina Malone, CLM 

Janet Lamp, CLM 

Dana Gambino, CLM 

Debra Baltzell, CLM (not pictured) 
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Best comic relief… 

Watching a funny movie with my husband and kids. 

 

Favorite gadget… 

Boot-puller. 

 

Favorite destination… 

Hawaii. 

 

Biggest indulgence… 

Giving to others. 

 

The books on my bedside table… 

Several books from one of my favorite authors, Reshonda Tate 

Billingsley. 

 

I can’t live without… 

Cheese. 

 

My life motto…  

―You only live once.‖ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regina has a particular fondness for Hawaii and I was re-

minded of a quote from American novelist Paul Theroux who 

wrote, ―Hawaii is not a state of mind, but a state of grace.‖ As 

we move into the New Year, let’s be inspired by Regina and the 

composure, grace, and thankfulness with which she conducts 

her roles as a mother, wife, and legal administra-

tor.    

 

         

       Tanya Urban 

 
 
 

(Continued from page 5) 

THANK YOU  

BUSINESS PARTNERS 
 

 

 

One of the strengths of the ALA Houston Chapter is its strong 

relationship with Business Partners that support and service its 

member Firms.  Without the support of these Business Part-

ners, the Houston Chapter would not be able to provide our 

members with the quality education programs offered at the 

local level.  These include the speakers at our monthly meet-

ings, scholarships to conferences, the annual retreat, and the 

publication of our monthly newsletter, The Houston Court-

Yard. 

 

The Houston Chapter would like to thank the Business Part-

ners in our community for their continued support of our 

Chapter.  The Houston Chapter membership recognizes that 

collaborating with Business Partners is an indispensable re-

source ensuring that our organization continues to flour-

ish.  Responding to business partners' calls and looking to 

our Business Partners helps to supply what is needed to run an 

office so that we can maintain the right products and services 

to create a successful legal administration.  Our Business Part-

ners play a valuable role in the management and daily func-

tions in our firms.  Please be sure to browse the Business Part-

ner Directory on our Chapter website at www.alahou.org for a 

complete listing of current Business Partners which are cate-

gorized by industry.  The Houston Chapter is committed to the 

continued cultivation of positive, mutually beneficial relations 

with Business Partners who serve the legal community. 

 

In addition to the wonderful benefits associated with the Hous-

ton Chapter, ALA also has resources that extend beyond our 

local program.  If you visit the ALA National website 

(www.alanet.org), you will find helpful tools in the Business 

Partner Resources section.  This information is distributed 

nationally and it provides information about the importance 

of business relations, knowing your target audience, and more. 

 

Thank You 

ALA Personalities 

http://www.alahou.org/
http://www.alanet.org/


 

IN OUR COMMUNITY 
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Community Challenge Weekend – October 16 

 

A cheerful, energetic group of more than 20 Houston Chapter members, representatives of longtime ALA business partner Quest 

Personnel Services, family members and friends gathered at the Casa de Esperanza de los Niños on October 16 for the Chapter‘s 

Community Challenge Weekend activity.  Our mission:  to install nearly 300 door stops and freshen up interior walls with paint.  

After Bill Harvey gave a demonstration of how to install doorstops properly for those on the team who were more challenged in 

such mechanical maneuvers, the volunteers went to work, completely replacing doorstops and painting dings in 10 of the 11 

houses at Casa de Esperanza‘s facility a few miles from downtown.  The Community Challenge Weekend project was fun and 

productive for all, and Casa de Esperanza, a residential program for children in crisis, was pleased to have the labor-intensive 

job accomplished in a Saturday morning. 

 

Communities in Schools Recognizes the Houston Chapter’s Contributions  

 

Communities in Schools-Houston recently recognized the Houston Chapter, ALA, at CIS‘s annual board meeting on November 

10.  Donna Wotkyns, Director of Development for CIS-Houston, introduced Deena Marsh, Donna Robin and Brooke Pry to the 

Board, listed many of the Chapter‘s contributions and thanked the Houston Chapter, ALA, for its many years of support of CIS 

at Davis High School.   

 

 

Houston Chapter, ALA, Brightens Teens’ Holiday Season with More than $3,500 

 

Thank you, wonderful members, firms and friends of the Houston Chapter of ALA!  You donated $2,956.90 to the Communities 

in Schools project at Davis High School for the holiday gift card campaign.  With the Chapter's added funds, the Community 

Challenge Committee delivered $2,500 in gift cards from Target and Fiesta, and a check in the amount of $1,050.52 for the Spe-

cial Needs Fund to CIS‘s Kasey McKee, Project Manager, and her fellow counselor, Rochelle Head, in early December.  

 

Kasey and Rochelle plan to distribute the gift cards based on students' needs during CIS's mid-December holiday party at the 

students' lunchtime.  Although 89% of the students at Davis High School are from families living at or below the poverty level, 

98% of the seniors supported by CIS graduated from Davis High School last year.  Our gift cards, along with our uniform shirt  

donations in August and our prom dress and cap and gown donations in the spring are concrete ways for ALA to show the stu-

dents we care and support CIS‘s mission to keep the students in school.  Graduating from high school can be a monumental 

achievement for some of the students given their limited means of support.  Kasey reports that students use the gift cards to buy 

a little more food or to purchase small gifts for themselves or their family members for the holidays.  The Special Needs Funds 

will be used to provide extra food and clothing to a few students in particularly difficult economic conditions.  Kasey stated our 

holiday donations will help create ―some very touching stories . . . we are endlessly grateful, rejuvenated, and excited to share 

the blessings you all give with our students.‖ 

 

 

 



Houston Happenings 

By Stacey Ransleben 
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january 

 

8 Magnificent 7 Ice Sculpting Competition 

 www.discoverygreen.com/seasonal/ 

 

8-9 Battle of Galveston Commemorative  

 Weekend 

 www.galvestonhistory.org 

 

17 17th Annual MLK Grand Parade 

 

29-30 Katy Home & Garden Show 

 www.katyhomeandgardenshow.com 

 

30 Chevron Houston Marathon 

 www.chevronhoustonmarathon.com/marathon/

registration.cfm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

march 

 

4-6 Annual Azalea Trail 

 

12 39th Buffalo Bayou Regatta 

  

 

24 Frontier Fiesta 

  

25-27 Bayou City Art Festival 

 www.bayoucityartfestival.com 

 

 

 

Feb 25 to Mar 8  Mardi Gras! Galveston 

 

Mar 1 to Mar 20 Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo 

    www.hlsr.com 
 

february 

 

12-13 NBC‘s America’s Got Talent is 

  coming to Houston 

  Pre-register for audition   

  www.agtauditions.com 

 

12   Scavenger Dash 

 www.ScavengerDash.com/hou.html 

 

http://www.discoverygreen.com/seasonal/
http://www.galvestonhistory.org
http://www.katyhomeandgardenshow.com
http://www.chevronhoustonmarathon.com/marathon/registration.cfm
http://www.chevronhoustonmarathon.com/marathon/registration.cfm
http://www.bayoucityartfestival.com
http://www.hlsr.com
http://www.agtauditions.com
http://www.ScanvengerDash.com/hou.html


HITECH Compliance – Are we There Yet? 

 
By Lee Hovermale and Pam Hill 

On Behalf of Project Leadership Associates (PLA) 

 

On February 17, 2009, President Obama signed the Health 

Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 

(HITECH) Act.  One important change in the law, specifically 

addresses those entities that perform work on behalf of health-

care providers and insurers (referred to as "Business Associ-

ates").  Under the new HITECH Act, Business Associates are 

subject to the same privacy and security rules as providers and 

health insurers.  Law firms which provide legal services to 

healthcare insurer and provider clients are now bound by the 

same HIPAA security and privacy guidelines as healthcare 

providers, including penalties for data security breaches and/

or non-compliance with Federal regulations.   

  

Roughly 70% of the rules, covered under this Act, apply di-

rectly to administrative management and controls rather than 

pure IT security protocols. 

 

Where do you start? 

 

Form a Compliance Team  

 

Step 1 – Comprise a team of Risk Partners, General Counsel 

and/or any lawyer who may be involved in developing  stan-

dardized Business Associate agreements.  

  

Complete a HIPAA Security/Privacy Risk Assessment 
  

Step 2 - The next step (and requirement) is to complete a risk 

assessment to determine your Firm's current level of compli-

ance. This risk assessment addresses the physical security, 

access control and privacy of ALL locations of Electronic 

Privacy of Health Information (ePHI).   

This Includes where data is stored and/or transmitted, includ-

ing: 

All practices, personnel, offices that use/store/view 

ePHI  

All network/data locations that store ePHI 

All other devices/tools that ePHI may be stored on 

such as desktops, laptops, flash drives, attorney 

home computers, CDs, intranets, extranets, data-

bases, PDAs (e.g., iPhone, Blackberry) 

All means by which data is transmitted such as email, 

fax, voice mail, PDAs 

Document all security and privacy protocols currently 

in place for the data. 

Step 3 - Complete a thorough analysis of your current compli-

ance levels relating to administrative, technical, and physical/

facilities safeguards around ALL of your firm‘s ePHI.  There 

are safeguards that are considered ―addressable‖, which 

means you must comply unless the Firm has  good reason for 

not doing so. 

  

Step 4 – Design the appropriate safeguards.  Safeguards are 

designed to be reasonable for organizations of every size, you 

should be careful to weigh the risk versus the cost when de-

signing and implementing the safeguards.  Consider the likeli-

hood of a threat occurring (e.g., lost laptop), your security and 

privacy practices, and the hardship and cost of implementing 

safeguards. 

  

Lastly, Disaster Recovery/Emergency Access Planning is a 

Federal requirement now for all sources of ePHI. If you‘ve 

been waiting to get started on your BC/DR planning initiative, 

there‘s no better time than now! 

 

Lee Hovermale, EVP – US Southern Region and Disaster 

Recovery Practice Leader 

 

Lee Hovermale is a business continuity and disaster recovery 

planning consultant with specializations in (enterprise stor-

age, infrastructure and archiving related to HIPPA related 

environments for the last 15 years.  Mr. Hovermale has over 

twenty five years of experience in the technology aspects of 

business continuity, disaster recovery and compliance plan-

ning.  He can be contacted at 713.446.8422 or lhover-

male@placorp.com 

 

Pamela Hill, Managing Consultant 

Pam Hill is a business continuity planning consultant and 

Privacy/Security and HIPAA compliance expert who has fo-

cused on the legal industry for the last 15 years.  Ms. Hill has 

over twenty years of experience in business continuity, pan-

demic, and compliance planning.  She can be contacted at 

217.778.6976 or phill@placorp.com 
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My name is Santina Malone and I am the Office Administrator for Drucker, Rutledge & Smith, L.L.P. in The Wood-

lands, Texas. My start in legal administration began, as many do, without a clue as to what I was getting myself into 

and on a path I never intended, but one I would realize could not be more fitting for my talents and strengths. My first 

experience in the legal industry began with a smaller firm that did not foster outside organizational involvement.  

When I joined my current firm, I found a small group in The Woodlands of legal administrators brought together by 

Dana Gambino of Winstead PC. They were very knowledgeable about the industry and easy to talk to, ask questions, 

vent and share my experiences. They kept talking about this ALA Group they belonged to in Houston, and before I 

knew it Julie Stevenson from Andrews Kurth LLP was dragging me along to a meeting.   

 

What has this organization meant to me? Well there are different levels and many things, but I can say that it has pro-

vided me knowledge and information, inspired me to become greater, and extended my circle of friends in a way I 

never thought possible. 

 

First and foremost, the networking aspect of this organization is truly unbelievable. These are people that do what I do 

on a day-to-day basis and are dealing with the same issues I face. I have been able to gain new contacts and increase 

my efficiency by drawing from the members‘ knowledge and experiences on any topic from what software program to 

implement to what to include in a handbook. The list serve has allowed me to obtain referrals, which has narrowed my 

choices and taken the guesswork out of selecting a vendor. This resource has been invaluable to me as I have been 

learning and growing in this industry.  

 

In addition, the continuing education offered through the meetings and webinars have enabled me to stay up-to-date on 

the changing aspects of the industry and all of the areas for which I am responsible. I have implemented many new 

policies in my firm from the information that was imparted. In 2009 this knowledge was expanded when I was fortu-

nate to win a scholarship at one of the meetings to attend the National Conference in New Orleans. It was truly an 

amazing experience.  

 

In that same realm and with that same fostering of growth, the ALA Houston Chapter encouraged me to sit for the 

CLM exam. They offered a Study Group, a nine week course with great speakers to highlight information in the areas 

of the exam. Initially, I only planned to attend for my own benefit and had no intention of actually taking the test. After 

sitting in that room with others that had passed, hearing their stories and seeing their pride, I was overwhelmingly mo-

tivated. The Chapter took it one step further and offered reimbursement for sitting for (not necessarily passing) the test, 

which took all the pressure off. So I put myself out there and with amazing support of the Study Group, the Chapter, 

and 5 members in particular that went through the grueling process with me, I sat for the test and passed. It was an in-

credible accomplishment and helped me grow in ways I could have never expected.  

 

Finally, if all the above is not enough, I have gained some beautiful friendships. I have experienced the generosity and 

compassion of this Chapter and its members first hand after the loss of my husband this past year. 

From an email, to a hug, to a phone call, to reaching out to me and bringing me dinner, these individu-

als touched my heart and were truly there for me.  

 

Having performed my role as a legal administrator, both with, and without this type of support, has 

made it overwhelmingly clear as to the benefits.  It has definitely changed my career for the better. I 

am honored to be a part of this Chapter and I hope that I can continue to grow and contribute and help 

someone else to have the same wonderful experience that I have been able to enjoy.    

 

Santina Malone, CLM 

ALA Houston Chapter Membership Testimony 



Houston Chapter Job Bank 
www.alahou.org 

International Job Bank 
www.alanet.org 

 

COMMITTEE CHATTER 
 

Retreat Committee is Recruiting! 
 

If you are wondering about how you can contribute in an easy yet meaningful way to our chapter the perfect place to start is to join 

the 2011 Retreat Committee.  This group is responsible for planning and executing the association‘s annual retreat, which includes 

identifying the retreat location, speaker, coordinating the meals and activities.  We typically have four or five meetings after work, 

and communicate via phone or e-mail as needed.  The work gets divided throughout the committee, as members or small teams are 

responsible for specific areas, such as handling room or spa reservations, tracking our expenses against the budget, organizing the 

dinner, or preparing the communication to the chapter.  This is a fun and creative way to get to know your colleagues at the same 

time you are making a meaningful contribution to our chapter.  It‘s not hard – I promise!   

 

Please contact Yolanda Moore at 713-552-1234 or via e-mail at ymoore@zimmerlaw.com to express your interest and/or if you 

would like more information about the retreat committee. 

 

 

We Miss You –  
 

The Membership Committee initiated this year's "We Miss You" Campaign by producing postcards to be mailed to members who 

have not attended an ALA meeting recently. The Committee will award door prizes to two lucky members among the attendees at 

the February luncheon. We look forward to seeing our fellow members at the section meetings in January and everyone at the all 

member luncheon in February! 

 

 

The Business Partnering Committee  
 

The Committee held their final event for 2010 at Amèricas River Oaks Restaurant on Tuesday, November 9th.  Our Titanium and 

Gold-level business partners were in attendance, along with 35 Chapter members.  As a reminder to all of our current Business 

Partners, the deadline to renew your registration for next year's program is on Friday, January 14, 2011.  We appreciate your past 

support and hope you will join the program again next year.  We also encourage all Chapter Members to familiarize themselves 

with the 2011 Business Partner Program.  Watch for invitations to next year's events and join us!  The Business Partnering Com-

mittee hosts events at fabulous locations and we encourage all Chapter Members to join us!  The program packet and registration 

form are posted on our website under the Business Partners tab. 

 

If you are interested in joining the Business Partnering Committee or if you have any questions about the program, please contact 

Christina Marsden, Heather McConnell, CLM or Emma Rice, CLM. 

 

 

The Job Bank Committee       

The Committee would like to remind everyone looking for a job or looking to fill a position to visit our Houston Chapter‘s 

job bank as well as International's job bank. 

 

 

Newsletter Committee 
 

The Committee would like to remind everyone that this is the last newsletter in print format.  From  now on, you will receive all 

issues electronically as part of  being environmentally conscious. 
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THE SCENE 

 

Business Partner Event at Amèricas on  

November 9th 

 

Top left photo from left to right: 

Wendy Crane; Harold Levine; Andy Lopez; Emma 

Rice, CLM and Cookie Shaneyfelt 

 

Top right photo from left to right: 

Liz Sampson, Naomi Stair and Linda Perez 

 

Middle photo from left to right: 

Deena Marsh, CLM; Kandace Steinlage of Brooke 

Staffing; Valerie Hayes; Becky Leggett; Linda 

Smith; Melissa Stanley of Brooke Staffing; and 

Nikki Thornton 

 

Holiday Luncheon at Brennan’s on  

December 15th 

 

Bottom photo from left to right: 

Deena Marsh, CLM; Rita Alli (ALA President); and  

Tom Ivey, CLM 
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1235 North Loop West    
Suite 300 
Houston, TX 77008 
 

          
 

PH: 713.654.1515 
FX: 713.655.1302 
www.cishouston.org 
 
 

October 5, 2010

 
Dear Houston Chapter - Association of Legal Administrators: 
 
 
We want to sincerely thank you for all that you do for the Davis High School Communities In 
Schools Houston program. You have been so generous with our program over many years and 
we wanted to share how very much we appreciate everything that you have done and given to 
CIS and our students. In particular, we would like to express our thanks for the school uniform 
shirts and emergency funds you donated to our students for the 2010-2011 school year.  

 
As you may already know, our Davis students are achieving success despite alarming statistics 
including a poverty rate of 89% at our school.  Success looks differently for many of our 
students, sometimes making it through the front door at Davis every day is the victory we seek.  
Due to your investment, we are able to support our students in so many different ways and 
allow them to embrace their education, graduate, and go on to do incredible things with their 
lives.  

 
Our campus team includes myself, Kasey McKee, and Rochelle Head, but our work would not 
be possible and we absolutely could not meet the needs of our students without generous 
people like you.  Everything you have done brings our students one step closer to the goal of 
completing high school and being prepared for college or a career.  

 
So far this year we have utilized your shirt donation to assist over 65 students that are in need 
of uniform assistance for a variety of reasons. Teen moms that are returning to school are so 
very appreciative of the extra help to get them back on track. Students that cannot afford more 
than one shirt are excited to note that they have a back up and do not have to wear dirty clothes 
to school anymore.  

 
So, once again, thank you Houston Chapter - ALA for helping us take care of our Davis students 
and place them on a path toward education and making dreams coming true.  Communities In 
Schools Houston Davis High School program, our principal Mr. Castaneda and staff, and all our 
future graduates thank you for your donations and support for Davis High School. 
 
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
 
Kasey McKee, LMSW       Rochelle Head, LPCi, LMFTa 
Project Manager      Case Manager  
Davis High School  
Communities In Schools Houston 
1101 Quitman Street 
Houston, Texas 77009 
(713) 222-7533      
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Visit ALA Online 

International 

www.alanet.org 

Houston Chapter 

www.alahou.org 

 

Sarah Kittner  
Director FM Sales - Texas 
3114 South Pace Bend Rd. 
skittner@dtiglobal.com 

Cell: 202-579-7326 

ALA Management EncyclopediaSM  

Becomes Members-Only Benefit  

in 2011 

 

Have you wanted to subscribe to the 

ALA Management EncyclopediaSM, but 

were deterred by the $395 price tag? We 

have good news. In January 2011, your 

ALA membership will include access to 

this valuable resource. 
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Ask for more time. Extensions are routinely granted by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-

sion (EEOC) and provide you with sufficient time to investigate allegations, determine if you need to hire 

a lawyer, weigh the possibility of mediation and, if necessary, draft an artful response to the charge. 

Review the charge. It sounds simple, but the first thing you must do after asking for more time and be-

fore making decisions is to carefully review the charge; don‘t assume you know what the charging party 

is complaining about or that the paperwork has been filed timely. 

Consider free mediation with the EEOC. Going to mediation is not always a sign of weakness. It can 

be a good business decision if the charging party is not represented by counsel or if the company does not 

have a good story to tell. The EEOC‘s mediation department is separate from the investigation unit and 

everything discussed in mediation is confidential. 

Review documents. Don‘t just gather the documents requested by the EEOC. Collect and review the 

charging party‘s personnel file and e-mail, the company‘s policies and procedures, and any other docu-

ments that memorialize what happened. Educate yourself. 

Interview witnesses. Talk to the people involved in the alleged conduct. Consider obtaining witness 

statements to preserve their testimonies, but remember that these statements are discoverable in litigation. 

Tell a story. When drafting your position statement, don‘t simply answer the EEOC‘s questions or use a 

Q&A format. Tell the story from hiring to firing. Describe what your company does and the nature of the 

charging party‘s job. Explain why the charging party failed to meet expectations.  

Provide support. Support the factual assertions in your position statement with documents so that the 

EEOC will not seek additional information. But recognize that all the information you provide to the 

EEOC will be given to the charging party and his counsel. Ask yourself, is this information essential to 

telling a good story? If so, include it and support it. 

Don’t be afraid to object. Requests for information and requests for additional information often go be-

yond the scope of the charging party‘s allegations, e.g., the time frame is too broad, the information 

sought is for multiple locations with different managers. Don‘t be afraid to object and narrow your re-

sponse to the appropriate time frame, location and decision-makers.  

Hire a lawyer. Even if you handle most charges in-house, if the EEOC requests telephone interviews or 

an onsite investigation, it is time to call a lawyer. The lawyer will prepare your witnesses and control the 

situation, making sure the EEOC investigator stays on point. 

 

Not a good story? After your investigation (and after the deadline to participate in mediation has ex-

pired), if you do not believe the company has a good, convincing story to tell, simply ask the EEOC in-

vestigator if he or she can refer your charge back to the mediation department. In most cases, the investi-

gator will say yes. 

Celeste Yeager, Partner 

Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP 

 

Improving Employers’ EEOC  

Responses  

Top 10 Tips 
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Stacey Ransleben 
Thompson & Horton LLP 
711 Louisiana, Suite 2100 
Houston, TX 77002 

Houston Chapter of  
The Association of Legal Administrators 


